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Prompt and Careful Ambulance Service Day or Night.
CADETS BEAT
CANYON CITY
MILITARY INSTITUTE BOYS WON
OUT IN CLOSE GAME BY GOOD
WORK WITH THE BAT.

tered about gay Paris, its whims and
humors, its intrigues and politics. The
leader gave a splendid talk on her
subject. Illustrating her remarks with
many pictures of scenes in France.
She dwelt at length on the Dreyfus
case as an example of how intrigue
and political vice are rife in Parts.
Mrs. J. J. Hagerman gave some
her personal experiences
in the
French capital, adding greatly to the
worth of the program.
The next meeting, two weeks hence PRESIDENT
WILL
ROOSEVELT
will be the last of this club for the
AGAIN MAKE A GRAND STAND
esason, and will 'be accompanied by
PLAY AGAINST THE RAILthe annual election of officers.
ROADS AND TRUSTS.

cross-countr-

inter-collegiat-

g
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returned last night, having met Frank

on the road.
WOMAN'S CLUB HEARS
TALK ON "GAY PA REE."
The Won man's Club met yesterday
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
at the Carnegie Library with a full
(Local Report.)
attendance. Mrs. I-- H. Elliott, of DexRoswell. N. M, April 25. Temperaday.
She ture. Max., 82; mln.. 41; mean, 62.
ter was the leader for the
has Just, returned from an extended
Precipitation. 00; wind N.. velocity
visit la New York and at her appear-an- c 10 miles; weather clear.
yesterday, being seen Cor the
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
-

many of her friends, she ' Fair tonight and Friday; warmer
vu friven an ovation. subject Friday.
of
Modern France was the
M. WRIGHT.
the day, and the Interest naturally cen
Official fci Charj-e-.

FURNACE

pro-plcio-

LARD IN ALLEGHENY
FIRE FURNISHES SPECTACULAR SIGHT. HEAVY LOSS

SENATOR PENROSE
CALLS ON PRESIDENT.
Washington,
April 25. Senator
Penrose of Pennsylvania, whose name
has been freely mentioned in connection wita an alleged conspiracr agANOTHER BAD FIRE
ainst President Roosevelt, was one
of the visitors at the White House
today. It was the first visit of the
Senator since the publication of the
story which he denied a day or two
When the Senator came out he declared that he had nothing to say for A Hundred Summer Cottages and HopubHcatlon. He said that his visit to tels at Massachusetts Summer Rethe President was purely social. sort Totally Destroyed by Fire. An
Eight Story Building Collapses in
While Penrose was at the executive
.Chicago.
office Senator Bourne of Oregon also
came in. He is commonly reported to
have been the iiost at the dinner
where the details of the
conspiracy against the President were
Pittsburg, Pa., April 25. One of
said to have been given out. Bourne
saw the President immediately after the most remarkable and spectacular
Penrose left. He declared that there fires In this vicinity started last
had not been any conference between night in the William Zoeller Packing
the President, Senator Penrose and Company's plant at Allegheny. Early
himself. No information was given today when the fire was thought to
out at the White House regarding the be under control the large fireproof
Senator's call except that the visit warehouse In which was stored five
hundred
thousand pounds of lard,
had 'been a pleasant one.
suddenly burst into .flames. All efforts
Masons Lay Cornerstone.
to extinguish the fire were futile, and
Wichita, Kan., April 24. Many pro- the firemen finally fastened the iron
minent Masons of Kansas and other doors shutting in the burning lard.
states participated in today's cere- The interior of the buiding became
monies attendant upon the laying of a seething furnace. Streams of burnthe cornerstone of the handsome ad- ing grease spurted from crevices of
dition to the Scottish
Rite temple the doors and windows, but the firein this city. The services were con- men managed to prevent the fire
most spreading. Shortly after the fire startducted by E. W. Wellington,
worshipful grand master of the Kan- ed a dozen large ammonia tanks exsas branch of the order, assisted by ploded and a panic followed among
all the grand lodge officers. Judge the thousands of spectators, 'but no
Henry C. Sluss of this city was the one was injured. The loss it at least
orator of the day. The addition will $300,000.
contain a great banquet hall, an audSummer Cottages Burned.
ne
itorium and stage and will cost when
Miller's Falls, Mass., April
completed about $140,000.
hundred summer cottages and summer hotel at Lake Pleasant, two
For Sale Cheap.
If sola in next 30 days, a five room miles from here, were destroyed by
house on Richardson ave., three blks. fire today. The loss is estimated at
from Court House. Shade, grass, wa- $115,000. The cause of the fire is unter, barn, etc. Apply at 100 N. Main. known. The settlement was controlled
by the Spiritualist Camp Meeting
46tl0.
Association.
"Uncle Joe" will Speak.
Eight Story Building Collapses.
Worcester, Mass., April 25. SpeakChicago, April 25. The front of an
Wabash
building at 356-6- 2
er Joseph Cannon, Governor Guild, eight-stor- y
Director Barrett of the bureau of Am- avenue collapsed early today, tumberican republics and a number of oth ling Into the street and carrying sev- er distinguished men are on the pro- eral floors with it. The crash was pregram for addresses at the annual ban- ceded by no warning, and several cabquet of the Worcester iboard of trade men on nearby stands had narrow
this evening.
escapes. The building was 15 years
old and had been recently remodeled.
Immigrants for Maryland.
It is believed that the collapse was
Baltimore, Md., April 25. A. F. the result of weakening in the reTraippe, secretary of the state iboard construction. The loss is estimated at
who went abroad 'between thirty and forty tnousand
of immigration,
some time ago to obtain farm and do- dollars.
mestic labor, has cabled state officials
o
that he will sail from Bremen today ALL KINDS OF FRUIT.
with 80 immigrants for Maryland.
THIS YEAR, SAYS CROFT.
o
Prof. D. N. Croft reports to the RecCentral League Opens.
ord that his fruit is not all killed and
Cincinnati, O., April 25. The season predicts that there will be some fruit
of the Central league, composed of of all kinds this year. As to a large
Ohio and Indiana cities, begins this crop he will not say, but is positive
afternoon. The schedule provides for that all is not dead. In evidence of
140 games, the season closing Septem- his statement he showed the reportber 15.
er young apples the size of marbles
that are fresh and juicy.
Matched.
Shoels and Green
"That talk about all the fruit being
OgJen. Utah, April 25. Joe Green gone
is a mistake, just as it has provand Muggsy Shoels of Cheyenne, Wyo- en in past years," said Prof Oroft.
ming have been matched to fight at "You may say over my name," continthe Grand opera house here tomorrow ued the musician ihorticulturlist, that
evening. The little fellows will meet
there will ,be a small crop of apples
at 126 pounds, ringside.
and some peaches, plums and pears
o
in
the Pecos Valley."
Notice.
Continuing on the line of fruit and
Notice to all real estate agents in
said :
Roswell, N. M. We hereby withdraw crops prospects, Prof. Croft,
trees
many
were
delicate
"There
47t2
all our property from sale.
that were protected by other Objects,
McCLANE & McCLANE.
many hardy trees that were not hurt
and many late varieties that had not
reached the dangerous stage when the
freezez came. The freezze Itself will
cause many tres to put out some new
.blossoms, and from all these sources
will come a partial crop. Tha Pecos
Valley will eat its own fruit next fall,
mark what I tell you, all other predictions notwithstanding."
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first time

expectations and proven yourself loyal
to the hospitality they were promised
in the invitation to come, and that
you, as committee men have acquitted
yourselves with honor and credit to
Roswell, is answered by the praises
and thanks of the visitors themselves.
The good Book says "The Lord helps
those who help themselves." You have
helped yourselves most nobly in this
matter and as .a fulfillment of this
promise the Lord has given us
BURNING
weather."

ON A NEW

ATTENTION, ODD FELLOWS AND REBEKAHS.
There will toe a social gathering of
the members of the Odd Fellows and
SCORE FIVE TO THREE
Rebekah lodges at the hall Thursday
FEDERAL REGULATION
evening, April 25, in commemoration
of the eighty-eight- h
anniversary of
the founding of the I. O. O. F. in
America.
All members and visitors
The Feature of the Gme Was the from other towns are cordially in
Hard Hitting of the Institute Boys, vited to attend. Light refreshments He Will Advocate Strict Regulation
and Supervision of Big Corporations
Kennard Getting a Home Run and will be served.
2t
Doing an Interstate Business. He
Gammon's Hit Bringing in the Win
Wants Real Facts.
Georgia Educational Meeting.
ning Runs. Hester Pitched.
Macoon. Ga., April 25. Several hun
dred teachers arrived in Macon today
for the forty-firs- t
annual convention
of the Georgia Education association.
The first session will be held this ev
Chicago, 111., April 25. A dispatch
Special to the Daily Record.
ening, with President D. C. Barrow of to the Tribune from Washington says:
Canyon City, Tex., April 24. The
Athens presiding. The convention will
will
Memorial Day at Indianapolis
first game of the second series with last through
and Saturday.
Canyon City was won by the Cadets
mark the beginning of a new railroad
here this afternoon by the score of
Missouri Y. M. C. A. Meeting.
crusade on the part of President
five to three in a hard and closely
Jorplin, Mo., April 25. The Missou Roosevelt. His speech at that time
contested game. Good work at the ri state board of the Young Women's
bat enabled the Military Institute Christian association met in annual will be devoted to the future, and
boys to win out.
session here today with all the state not to the past. He will then explain
The Cadets opened up in the first officials and many delegates in atten for the first time in public his ideas
innhig. and by hard batting when the dance. The conference will continue in regard to
of the
inning closed nad three runs to their through tomorrow.
railroads. This will 'be connected
with a proposition for supervision of
credit. Neither side scored in the
second, but Canyon City secured two
corporations doing an interstate bus
Oklahoma Track Meet.
tallies in the third and one in the
Norman. Oklahoma, April 25. Not iness, and their regulation by the
sixth. With the score a tie, a hit by less than 3,000 visitors from all parts Federal government as the railroads
Gammon in the eighth brought in of the two territories are expected are regulated today. Every developtwo runs and gave the game to the here to witness the third annual Ok ment of late shows that the big lines
Roswell boys.
lahoma campus tomorrow and Satur of railroad are vastly overcapitalized,
Hester pitched a good game, but day. Teams representing e. score of some of them from two to ten times
four hits being made oft his delivery, high schools will take part in the va- their actual cost. It is the purpose of
while the cadets secured ten hits off rious athletic events scheduled.
But the President to get at the facts rathWicker. Canyon City made seven er- one change nas .been made in the con- er than suggest a remedy, but it is
rors and the Cadets four. Wicker tests, a mile race having .been substi- facts the railroad men are anxious to
struck out ten men and 'Hester five. tuted for the bicycle race.
Medals conceal.
The longest and .best hit of the will 'be given to winners of first, sec
game was made by. Kennard, who se- ond and third places in all the events. SLAUGHTER CHRISTENS
THE CITY OF lOSWELL
cured a home run, Lohman also get- The handsome loving cup which has
As a pleasant little echo of the
Canyon City's twice been won "by the Logan County
ting a. three-bagge- r.
runs were made on errors by the high school of Guthrie, will become great and successful convention, Geo.
Cadets.
the permanent property of that insti M. Slaughter, chairman of the execuScore by Innings:
tution It won a third time. A strong tive committee of the convention, caM
0 5 effort will be made by the other teams ed together at the Commercial Club
Cadets.
0 3 to prevent this, but Logan
Canyon City.
county a few night ago as many of his com
Cadets, Hester and team lsti reported to be stronger than mitteemen as possfble and "christen
Batteries:
Lohman; Canyon City, Wicker and last year and apparently has the "best ed" the city of Roswell. Securing a
Hubbard.
chance of winning the trophy. In ad map of the city he produced a bottle
to the athletic events, many en of artesian water and, breaking it over
dition
SNOW AND COLD IN KAN- tertainments have been., arranged by the miniature of the town said: "RosSAS AND COLORADO. the university students, including con- well, you may not be fit for statehoo.i
Denver, Colo., April 25. Freezing certs .by the university band and a but I dub you the convention ci'.y of
weather with light snow prevailed in luncheon by the Y. W. C. A. girls of the United States," and then gave the
following short address:
eastern Colorado last night In Denver the university.
Gentlemen :j
and throughout the northeastern por"About one year ago In our sister
tion of the state the temperature fell
Cornell Will Not Run.
to 22-- degrees. At Grand Junction in
Philadelphia, April 25. Cornell has city on the plains, at the Panhandle
team, compos stockmen's convention being held at
the western part of the state the low- withdrawn Its four-mil- e
y
est temperature was 46. It is said that ed of
stars who carried that time and ploce, I took upon mye
championship self the authority to invite that assofruit In that district has not been off the
damaged over 20 per cent by the late last year, and will take no part in the ciation to partake of your hospitality
Pennsylvatlon university relay carni in 1907. Our invitation was acceptfrosts.
Colorado Springs, April 25. Colora- val to be held on Franklin field Satur ed and upon reporting this to a .n eet-do Springs and vicinity were visited day. The Ithacans state that cold ing of the citizens of Roswell, be ex
tfy light snow and freezing weather weather has rendered proper training ecutive committee for the purpose of
again last night. A circular letter re- Impossible and prevented the men arranging for the entertainment of
ceived by commission houses of this from getting into condition. Several the association was cbose-- i and I was
city, signed by the Delta County Fruit otter leading eastern universities are placed as chairman. In being iplaced
Growers' Association announces that represented among the entries and the In this position I fully realized it3
all fruit of every description in that carnival will no doubt .be as success- iresponsibility and fully appreciated
section of tie state has been killed. ful as in past years, despite the defec- the confidence of the executive committee hi giving me full power to
Cold From Nebraska to Texas.
tion of the crack Cornell team.
make the selection of all
Kansas City. April 25. Snow in
Having lived in Roswell tor the
Lake wood Golf Meet.
northern Kansas and northern Missouri and freezing weather extending New York. April 25. The annual past six years, and during that time
state line three day golf tournament of the Lake been connected with you both in a bufrom the Nebraska-Iow- a
south Into the Panhandle of Texas wood Country club .begins today and siness and social way, I felt confident
was reported this morning by the lo- is attracting much Interest among the that such representative citizens as
cal weather bureau, with predictions golfers of the metropolis, a large num- you of our enterprising little city
ber of whom are taking part in the would not fall short of anything less
of colder weather by night.
contest.
than their full duty to make the eno
tertainment of these visitors within
CAME HERE TO VISIT
Nola Oliver returned last night from our walls an undoubted success. That
AND BECAME A BRIDE.
you have most excellently fulfilled my
Andrew Robinson, messenger for a trip to points up the road.
Express Company,
the Wells-Farg- o
and E. C. Bennett reand Miss Bessie Foster were married Cecil Phillips
night
from Acme where
turned
last
of
night
home
at
the
7:30
last
at
work.
been
they
at
have
the bride's ancle. J. J. Cole, of South
Lea Avenue. The ceremony was perMr. and Mrs. Will T. Allen left last
formed by Rev. EM win E. Davis, pas- nignt for Lakewood to spend two or
tor of the Presbyterian Caurch. in three days with Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
the presence of a few friends. The Cook.
bride came here from Big Springs,
Frank Cross en came down from Am
Tex abovt two months ago for an
extended visit with her uncle and her arillo last night and will be here a 1
marriage has been the result. The few days while waiting for developbuildments on the Morrow-Thoma- s
happy couple has gone to house-keepinstarting
brother,
His
Arthur
there.
groom
cottage,
had
neat
the
a
in
ed to Amarillo yesterday morning "but
prepared- on South Kentucky Ave.

Phone 75

d
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.

our
store, because
you are not yet
ready to buy.
We will be glad
to show you
To visit

just the same.
ULLERY FURNITURE COMPANY

fcy
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HAVE FINE FLAG POLE,
BUT FLAG IS MISSING.
Postmaster Robert Kellahin would
like to have the person who has the
flag that belongs on the new flag-pol- e
at the post office corner return the
same without delay. Said the postmaster last night: "We have a fine
flag-polat toe post office, (but no flag
It disappeared the second night of the
I went out to take It
convention.
down, and it was gone. It may be
misplaced, but I cannot locate it. If
anyone knows where It Is, I wish
they would return it at once.'
e

Arkansas Financiers Meet.
Little Rock, Art, April 25. The

seventeenth annual session of the
iArk. Bankers' association was cal
led to order in Y. M. C. A. hall this
evening by President I. J. Stacy, of
Augusta.
Judge W. E. Hemingway
of the Mercantile Trust company welcomed the numerous delegates, and
James P. Coffin cashier of the First
National bank of Batesville responded
on ibehalf of the visitors. After the
annual address of President Stacjr,
and the presentation of the reports
of other officials, speeches were made THE ATTORNEY GENERAL CAME
IN ON THE AUTO TODAY
by L. L. Dresser, editor of the ComFROM SANTA FE.
merce Monthly, and J. M. Logan, na
tional ibank examiner.
The program
for the afternoon Is devoted mainly
to reports of the seven
with an address (by
W.
H. Arnolds of the 'State Savings and
Trust company at Texarkana. A smo AN INFAMOUS OUTRAGE
ker will be given at the Hotel Marlon
this evening, when 'banking subjects
wlil be informally discussed. Sever
al well known men from other states
will deliver addresses at
Captain Reid So Characterizes ths
session, including Vice President J.
Deal Handed Out to Governor HagWatkins of the Hank of Commerce
erman.
Will Issue a Complete
and Trust company of Memphis, Tex ' Statement of the Ousting of the
as; Thomas B. Patton, of New York, Governor.
editor of the Bankers Law Journal,
and W. O. Jones of New York, assistant cashier of the National Park
bank. The annual ibanquet will take
place tomorrow evening as the closAttorney General W. C. Reid came
ing feature of the convention.
home to Roswell on the auto today
NICARAUGUA AND SALVADOR
from Santa Fe. A representative of
SIGN TREATY OF PEACE.
the Record called on him in regard
April 25. Details of
Washington,
to the resignation of Governor Hagthe treaty of peace and amity be erman. Captain Reid is thoroughly
tween Nicaraugua and Salvador sign
aroused by and keenly feels the outed at Amapala on Tuesday last, were rageous injustice
done to the Goverreceived at the State Department to nor.
day through a cablegram from Philip
He stated to the Record that the
Brown, in charge of the American le- people
of the Territory were up In
gation at Guatemala. The treaty is arms
in defense of the Governor and
year
similar to that entered into a
fully appreciated the infamous deal
ago, and known as the Marblehead
handed out to him.
pact, and includes
provision for a that has beenprotests
Thousands of
have been pour
congress
peace
to
Central American
ing into Washington in the last few
be held in Nicaraugua in the near days,
and a determined effort Is befuture, and a special commercial ing
by the friends of the Gov
made
treaty between Nicaraugua and Sal- ernor to place
the true condition of
vador.
affairs in the Territory before the
.
a

CAPT. REID

AT HOME

ts

Vice-preside- nt

ONE OFFICER KILLS
ANOTHER AT PORTALES
Special to the Daily Record.
Portales, N. M., April 25.
Byron B. Parish, constable of
Portales precinct, shot and instantly killed Wm. Tipton, deputy sheriff of Roosevelt county at Portales, here this morning between ten and eleven
o'clock. Bad blood had existed between the two men for
some time, and the trouble
arose from Tipton attempting
to disarm Parish.
Tipton has a large following
of friends, and a mob would
probably have lynched Parish
this morning had he not been
taken to Hereford, Tex., for
safe keeping.
Both men ar? married, and
both have made good records
as officers.
Tipton and Parish are both
known in Roswell, especially
among the officers and men in
public work. W. W. Gatewood
has been employed to defend
Parish and will go to Hereford tomorrow.

President.

Captain Reid will issue a full and
complete statement of the entire affair through the Record shortly, and
the people will be given the details
of the most infamous conspiracy perpetrated in years In this country.
The good work done by Captain
Reid while acting as Attorney General is thoroughly appreciated 'by the
people of the Pecos Valley, and his
many friends will be glad to welcome
him home again. He says that he ex
pects to send his resignation to Governor Curry as soon as he can locate
him to take effect at the pleasure of
Governor Curry.
EXPOSITION WIL
OPEN TOMORROW.
Norfolk, Va, April 25. Every ef
fort is being made by the management of the Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition to put the grounds in
presentable shape for the Inaugural
ceremonies tomorrow. Notwithstanding the work of several thousand la
borers the Exposition will be far
from complete when opened tomor
row. The feature or tne opening aay
will he the naval pageant in Hamp
ton Roads. The management an
nounces officially that it expects to
completed by
have the Exposition
May 15th, in all essential details.
v

o

Connecticut League.
Roy Mook went to Dexter last night
New Haven, Conn., April 25. The on a short 'business visit.
Connecticut state baseball league opens its championship season today.
Judge A. A. Freeman and L O. Ful-le- n
The race will continue until Septem
returned to Carlsbad last night,
ber 14, thus giving one week more having finished their court business
of playing than last season, A total sooner than they expected.
of 126 games is scheduled.
Mrs. Anna Musseiman, Mr. and Mrs
W. A. Bishop, wife and family, who C. L. Mitchell and Tom Hardesty, who
have been here a week prospecting, came here about five months ago from
left last night for Pecos, where they Bartlesville, I. T., left last night for
will spend a few days 'before, going to El 'Paso, where they will visit indefitheir home in Canadian, Texas.
nitely.

9
IN AID OF HONEST GOVERNMENT.
The gang of tricksters and plunderers, who have so long mis- governed New Mexico, have succeeded in so misrepresenting tije
true conditions in the Territory, that they have persuaded Pres- ident Roosevelt to demand the resignation of Governor Hagerman,
a citizen of this community.
Do the people of Roswell approve of this? Will they allow It
to go through without a word of condemnation
from the people
of the Governor's own town?
An infamous outrage has been perpetrated upon the people of
New Mexico. An honest man has been branded as an unworthy &
executive officer of the Territory, and it is up to the people of his
home town to place the seal of their rebuke upon this action.
Telegrams and letters by the score have gone to Washington
protesting against .the acceptance of the resignation of Governor
Hagerman.
Thousands of them have' gone from other sections of
the Territory, and the people are thoroughly aroused.
A petition to the President protesting against the acceptance
of the resignation is being circulated in Roswell today and Is
being unanimously signed. A copy of this petition is at the Record
office and can "be signed here. Your duty as a good citizen de- mands that you sign this petition.
9
It will be wired to the President tonight, the resignation of
the Governor not reaching him until tomorrow night. If you favor
honest government and the square deal your name should be on
.
this petition.
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THE ROSWELL DAILY

RECORD CONDEMNED.

At a meeting of the "Old Settlers'
Society" held last night, the following resolutions were adopted.
"We your committee appointed to
draft resolutions embodying the sense
of this meeting, respectfully submit:
"Resolved, That we. the Old Citi-

PRESS.

advice of its proven friends. Mr. J.
S. Lea, who presided over the meet
ing, believed that the Record
had
been imposed upon in expressing its
opinion prematurely. He believes that
Curry will make a good governor and
that the old gang will be unable to
run him. Mr. Lea 'believes that Mr.
Curry Is a Democrat and never will
be anything else. He predicts that
the Democrats will nominate Curry
for delegate to congress next year,
and that he will not only be elected,
but that we shall also elect a Democratic legislature. The Record hopes
ill these predictions may come true.
and If Mr. Curry lines up for good
government he will have no more sincere supporter than the Daily Record.
Still we must end this article wita

zens of Roswell, who know Hon. Geo.
Curry personally and well (irrespective of party) both as a citizen and
officer, unhesitatingly condemn the
attack made upon him "by The Roswell Daily Record, as unwarranted
unjust and untrue.
"Resolved, That as an official he
has ever been honest in his dealings
and faithful to every trust reposed
in him that the city of Roswell and IF
the county of Chaves are irnder speF I TSTrNTfoADOT.
cial obligations to him for favors
While a group of men on the street
granted and work performed in our
were "cussing" and discussing the
behalf.
and Its editor yesterday, one
Record
and
"Resolved, That he has teen
will be a greater factor for building up of them asked:
"Who Is this man Puckett? I don't
this town and community than all of
when I see him what
know him
bis traduce rs combined.
kind of a looking fellow is he?"
J. W. KINSINGER,
To which another replied: "Why,
J. W. STOCKARD,
that big, tall, ugly lean guy that
he's
LUCIUS DILLS.
goes around town with cotton in his
ears to keep from hearing all the
THOSE RESOLUTIONS.
The Record is used to it. But here- mean things people say about him."
This the "Parson" considers so
after all "prevailing opinions" will
contain the names of the parties who good that he will make it the subject
give them to us. We feel as fully jus- of his next sermon.
tified In believing the street talk of
Judge Batemaa is more strongly
old time politicians as in accepting
their alarmed second thought. Neith- convinced than ever that the best
er the editor nor the business mana- thing to do now is work for annexager of the Record personally knows tion to Texas, and, Incidentally, to
anything about Mr. Curry. Pursuing pray that those Kansas Populists will
the usual course of a daily newspaper, continue pouring Into the Estancia
of New Mexthe editor depended upon the public valley and other sectionspopulation
the
white
to
teach
ico
the
timers
consulting
old
information,
for
up and down the street and listening fusion ideas by which they once wipto their talk with each other. If we ed out the eighty thousand Republihave been misled it was by some of can majority in Kansas. Mr. Bateman
the very men who took part In last fully realizes that no man who exnight's meeting and voted for the res- pect high .political honors in New
olution condemning the Daily Record Mexico can afTord to advocate secesfor Its criticism of Mr. Curry. We sion of the Pecos Valley, but says he
printed nothing half as bad as we is not a candidate for any office with
heard from some of these men who in the ift of Jhe people. It is well
have apparently become frightened known that he mteht have been the
at their loose talk and wish to make Democratic candidate ftp delegatewill-to
a scapegoat of the paper that printed congress lat fail, bad tut been
a digest of their Irresponsible gossip, ing, and by advocating annexation to
The Record from the first found five Texas he is perhaps putting the tost
men who asserted that Curry was all nail In his own political coffin ut
right, and that they believed b he earnestly "believes that the "propowas the best man the President could sition is worth working for. By the
have selected for eovernor In view way. the Judge has some political noagrees.
of the retirement of Governor Hager-man- . tions with which the Record
should
man
be
a
i
them
One
of
Atthat
Billy
were
men
five
These
kinson. Charlie Ballard. J. F. Hinkle, prohibited by law from holding any
Fred J. Beck and Mayor J. W. Stock office or Important avutyship more
awd. Be It said In addition that we than four years in succession. Thus
did not talk with Judge Richardson many a man who has been ruined in
and rendered incapable of
in regard to Mr. Curry, and that after politics
making
a living without an office
in
statement
published
our
we ha
segard to what appeared to be the would be forced to take w farming,
prevailing opinion," K. K. Scott also law practice or some other occupa
Advised the editor that he had made tion, and become an independent,
member of the commu
.a bad break. The men mentioned are
all friends of the Record, and the nity, instead of a cringing mesdtcant.

fact that we went against their opln
ions, should fee sufficient .evidence
that the talk the other way was .over
whelming.
A majority of the men
present at last night's meeting were
directly and Indirectly responsible
for our estimate of the prevailing
public sentiment In Roswell. Know
ing nothing of Mr. Curry personally,
we had to depend upon those who did
know him for Information, and desir
ing to be as fair as possible we al
lowed tie gabble of the multitude to
outweigh the sober advice of five or
ix men whose judgment we had always heretofore found unassailable.
We knew four of them to be among
the firmest supporters of Governor
Hagermaa, but even this testimony
of their freedom from prejudice in
giving the new governor a "square
deal". was drowned by the clamor of
the opposition, which has now reversed Itself. However, we are glad
that the men who so freely Indulged
In street talk, on second thought decided to get right, even as the Rec
ord Itself has become convinced that
it should have listened only to the

Kipling's
Candies are the Best.
Everybody

says so.
We
keep a 'fresh
supply on
hand every day.

Killing's CoidyStorei

Absolutely the worst thing that
can be said against Roswell. is that
each individual politician and a few
.business men want 'personal credit
for every good thing that may be accomplished by the community as a
whole. These men work together usJealousies
ually "but the individual
and disparagement of others after
the 'fight is ore-- r make us weary.
The "Parson" made a mistake of
one hirndrt years the oVaef day in
referring to th ge of Shakespeare
but since nobody oticed it, we feel
is almost enthat the city of Rosw
tirely free from those xetlferous
persons who don't ksow anything ex
cept dates, names aad arithmetic.

The'time demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith
and willing hands:
Men whom the lust of office does not
kill;
Men whom the spoils of office cannot
buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will;
Men who have honor; men who will
God give us men.

not lie;
Men who can stand before a dema
gogue
And damn bis treacherous flatteries
without vjnking.
Holland.

The most
Bursum-Fros-

t

Cold Drinks

serious charge of the
papers against Gover-

nor Hagerman was that he was supported by the Democrats, and now
behold these same papers ar doing
all they can to make people believe
that what they really wanted was a
straight Democratic governor.
The old gang on the other side of
the mountains may learn that Pecos
Valley men. regardless of party, are
very much alike In favoring a white
man's government. Jt Is not likely
that a Democrat from Louisiana will
throw In" with the blanket Indians.

Payton Drug, Book
Stationery
Two-door-

North of

&

Company.
Joyce-Prui-

Co.

t

Thanks for the advertising.

GROWING FLOWERS IN
THE PECOS VALLEY.
J;
The Earth,. Chicago : :". .

The various letters written to The
Earth have a tendency to give stran
gers the impression that we are an
intensely practical people. This Is true
to a marked degree. The people who
come to the Pecos Valley come be
cause of the climate or of the wond
erful stories they hear of the large
money returns from gardening, alfal
fa, fruit, or stock raising. They too
take advantage of these oipportunitie
and try to "fill their coffers." It is in
deed a land of push and hustle. But
there is also the aesthetic side to the
life we live here. Let me say at the
beginning that this part is not left
solely to the women, eiter. Nearly
every field of alfalfa has its border
of trees, making, as some man among
us remarked, "the frame for the pic
ture." These trees were set by the
men, and the idea was a man's idea,
True, this custom is one of practical
jtility also the trees are at first set
thickly, and after a few years are

"I said in my haste, All men are thinned out for fuel. But the prime
liars." Psalms 116:11.
idea was for beauty, and rarely will
you find the ranchman who will cut
May-bthe President thinks Mr. trees where their lack would spoil
Hagerman is a "mollycoddle," and not the effect. Every year sees a larger
entitled to be called a liar.
planting of trees on farms and on
streets. Many new varieties are being
The Record is under special obli tested yearly. In nearly every case
gations to the Register-Tribun-e
man with satisfactory result. It was more
for free advertising, both locally and particularly of success with the pureby wire.
ly ornamental shrubs, vines, flowers
and the like, I started out to tell.
The New Mexican now claims that
When we came to the iPecos Valley
Curry is a Republican.
Mr.
What almost seven years ago, the improv
constitutes Republicanism in New ed yards even in the now city of
Mexico, anyway?
Roswell could, I think I am safe in

Classified

"Ms.'

fF1

FOR SALE.
FOR SALES.
Land scrip. W. G.
Sklllmaa.
42tf
FOR SALE:
Five room house, 211
So. Mo. ave. Apply there.
45tf
Good,
gentle burro,
FOR SALE:
quiet but lively.. Apply at this office.
42t4
8 H P. gasoline enFOR SALE:
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
26tf
street.
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
lots, well located, at
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
FOR , SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles of
open woven wire fence:
also
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
phone 347.
07tf.
Leghorn
100 White
FOR SALE:
hens; 100 White Leghorn chicks.F. D. Sfimpson place, E. 2nd st. 45t3
Eighty acres, well Improved, 14
miles from court house, for sale at
a bargain for a few days. Carlton
& Bell.
FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat- ed.artesian water, plenty shade,
Business out of town demands parties attention, will sell cheap. Car
Iton & Bell.
FOR SALE: or trade a nice 'uburban home. Acre property.
Good
hause, plenty water, young orchard
some alfalfa. This at a bargain
27tf.
Carlton & Bell.
rock-botto-

m

From the tnggesi power piuD uuwu to a t
wiudmill. we are bead- quarters on the water question. The beat ft.
facilities in New Mexico
for handling your wants and enlarging every day. All at your service.

I W.

P.

Lewis,

Hardware

Co.

KILL THE INSECTS
We have just received a larpre shipment of Arsenate of
Lead for spraying:, 1 cents per pound. The la w compels
you to spray, bee us betore you buy your supply of Lead.

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co. j

I

Th

Home

of the "Victor in Roswell."

FOR RENT.
saying, nave been counted on your
Those resolutions were written by Angers. There were at that place, as FOR RENT:
Nice furnished room
the engineer who tiled the irrigation at other .points in the Valley, many
411 N. Mo. ave.
47t5
ditches of Roswell, and naturally they trees and several yards of Bermuda
2 unfurnished
rooms,
FOR
RENT:
are subterranean.
grass. Most of these were left to care
cheap, 708 N. Pecos.
47t
Mouldings, Sa.sh, Doors,
for themselves, however. There was,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
you
any
man
cussing
A furnished room. Ap
Wnen
hear
so far as I can recall, but one lawn FOR RENT:
ply 104 South Penn.
43tf
Bed wood, Fir, Cypress,
a newspaper, you may be sure that of bluegrass. Soon, there was a gen
Poplar, Uasswood. Cedar, Lime,
he always reads it, even if he has eral awakening to the value of beau FOR RENT:
Rooms for light house
Cement, Plaster, Glass, P ate,
keeping, 200 E. Eighth.
to borrow or steal it.
36tf
ty these few beautiful yards proved
Fancy Mantles, Gratec, Tiling
worthy object lessons. The lawns al FOR RENT:
One nicely furnished
Until Mr. Curry himself formally ready planted to grass and uncared
room for gentleman. Apply 113 N,
denies it, the Record for, began to feel and show the ef
and
Kentucky ave.
46t3
r.
will continue to believe that the new fects of the
New lawns
well
furnished
Two
FOR
RENT:
governor is a Democrat.
were planted, and roses, vines and
rooms, close in. Men preferred. Al
shrubbery were shipped In in large
so large barn. Apply 411 N. Pa. t3
in
men
quantities. I remember one yard that
There were about thirty
the meeting that passed the resolu was freed of salt grass by means of
Eight of a grub-a- x
tion against the Record.in the hands of a very
WANTED.
them have already denied all respon small boy and girl; the yard was plan
3 or 4 room house, fur
WANTED:
sibility.
ted to Bermuda, set with trees and
Inquire at
or unfurnished.
nished
cared for exclusively by these chil
Co.
V.
Drusr
45tf
P.
Carl A, Dalies, of Willard, N. M., a dren this by way of showing the in
Horses to pasture on
member of the Jast legislative council tense interest felt in the matter of WANTED:
good alfalfa. See Cooper & Millice,
died Monday morning of heart failure beautifying. It would keep one busy
43t6
Room 8, Texas Block.
He had been a member of the legisla now to count the bluegrass lawns of
ture four terms.
the Pecos Valley. The
A boy with some expe
WANTED:
theory that pile had "to sit up nights"
rience and not afraid to work. Pay
ton prug. Book & Stationery Co.
Nobody in Roswell "knocks" against to grpw bluegrass is now entirely out
the town tout there are some mighty of date.
on
Employment
ranch
WANTED:
There are sqme flowers that are
strong boosters whose efforts are di
for man and wife, L. C. Dade, 1510
tq
grow
bego
fuschias,
difficult
here
N. Misspuri avenue. Roswell. 4415
rected largely to booming their own
nias, and things of that class, requir vVANTEp:
claims of being "the whole works.
Twq girls to work as
ing moist air. One nardly
misses operators at telephone exchange. Ap
them, nowever, there .is such a wealth
Our article on "Those Resolutions'
ply at once at telephone exchange.
in today's paper, was set up on the of others. It Is hard not to succeed
42t6.
g
with the
classes. Vines of
linotype without copy, and may be
WANTED:
Sealed bids for drilling
grow
rapidly
nearly
and
all
kinds
Iittlw incphjerent as well as tautologi
wells for Southwestern Oil Co. For
rankly. The green is of a peculiarly
cai but "(them's pur sentiments.
particulars inquire at Carlton &
vivid tint. The Virginia creeper we
office.
45t2
Bell's
year
planted
new
by
a
arbor last
The Democrats still have the laugh
on both factions of the Republican grew a good 1Z feet from the cutting.
Publication Notice.
party. In quarrelling over the alleg- One Crimson Rambler rose threw up
ed Democracy of Governor Hagerman a cane from the root about 12 feet Otto F. Weisenborn, Plaintiff,
vs.
Cause No. 1077,
they have brpught upon themselves high, while a Marechal Neil and
Climtbing
Kaiserine iput up a large Chester L. Tallmadge, Edwin
the real thing.
number of canes 7 and 8 feet high
ll
R. Tallmadge, Mary E.
bloomed till late frost. Others of
and
ani) Jas. K. Chester,
President Roosevelt made no effort
Defendants.
to change the polities of (Charlie Bal the old hardy class do well, and ma
lard when he offered him the U. S ny tender varieties prove hardy with In the District Court, Chaves County,
New Mexlcp.
marshalship, and it Is not likely that us. A Carolina yellow Jessamine in
303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
to drop its To Chester L. Tallmadge, Edwin R.
he attempted to convert George Curry a southeast corner failed
winter; honeysuckles re
Tallmadge and James K. Chester,
into a Republican by the bribe of an leaves lastfoliage
all winter as a rule.
Defendants;
office. Curry is a Rough Rider, and tain their
Take notice that there has been
what more do you suppose the Presi The clematis, wisteria, madeira, and
Boston ivy flourish, and all annual filed in the District Court of Chaves
dent wants.
vines grow rampant. The tea rose, county a complaint, wherein Otto F.
canna, gladiolus, dan ha and verbena Welsenborn is plaintiff and p. L. &
Tars Will Hold Boat Race,
can safely remain out over winter
Norfolk, Va., April 25. A race of Bulbs, ylolots, and even pansies do E. R. Talfmadge, Mary E. Tannehill
K, Chester are defendants,
open
sailors in
boats from the various well. The Rubeckia (golden glow) and James
cause
which
is now pending in said
warships anchored in Hampton roads canna,
dahlia, cosmos, zinnia and ver court; the object pf said action is to
to the exposition grounds tomorrow.
bena are especially successful, fairly
Boats will be launched simultaneously reveling in the abundance pf sun, compel the specific performance of a
?oo South Main Phone 175.
from all American and foreign men rich soil, and water we can furnish contract for the conveyance of land,
The; largest and most
stock of LIIMHEH,
o' War and each crew will strive to them. I have rarejy seen more pro made January 25, 1905, wherein the
plaintiff
of the land lybe the first to reach the exposition lific bloomers than some dahlias ing west purchased all Valley
PAINT,
GLASS
in
and
WALL
PAPER
the City.
railroad,
of the Peeos
grounds, where President Roosevelt growing on a
fafm between Hager containing 300 acres and being a part
will 'be waiting to congratulate the man and Greenfield Jas summer.
of thp S of Sec. 215, Twp. 12 Sputh,
winners. The race will be for a. dis
More Interest is taken in the rose. Range 25 East, from tb,e defendant
tance of two and a' half miles. It is perhaps,
In any other one flow Mary B. Tannehill.
expected that oer a hundre boats er. The than
annual roses
And it is further the object of said
'i.H compete In the ratse.
have grown into great thickets on action to cancel any, and all claims
farms where they have been left un which the defendants may have 1
FOH .SALE PR --TRADE.
Beauty is against said land and to compel Its
The American
trained.
monproposition,
a
Aplandld itfll
All
conveyance to plaintiff; and you, the
ey maker the firm May and very day, largely planted.
CARLTON make good growth the first year. One said C. L. & E. R. Tallmadge and
Doirt pass this up- & BELL.
gentleman at Artesia, about 20 miles James K. Chester are nereby noti
E.
W. C. Reld.
J. M. Herrej.
south of here, has Just finished set- fied that unless you enter your apting out an avenue in roses for the;
Reid & Hervey
Groceries, Hay and Grain.
That man wfll who buys the Hotel length of a. mijle. Arpuyd iiere many pearance in said cause on or before
judgment
1907,
day
June,
first
the
of
Richards. 214 K. 5th at.. Roswell, N. new plantings
Cor. 5th & Mo. Ave.
LAWYERS
bave been made this will be rendered in the said cause
M. For information,
address . A. spring. We hear
many remarks in: againsf you hy default. The names
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone 531
Foreman, Talala, f. T-Phone
?8tl0 the pastern states about the "una-- ;
of fjajnunvs attorneys are o$oii &
domed and barren West," but I have Dunn, whose postpfficf and business
grown flowers
t three different address is Roswell, New ' Mexico.
homes in the Valley that have brought
Given under my hand and official
forth jnore enthusiastic admiration sea on this, the loth day Of April,
than any I ver grew at the old borne. 1967.
Dr. C. 3. Huchinson
SPECIALIST."
Dr.' nary B. Hutxhinson
When we hear W unsuccessful at
S. I. ROBERTS,
EAR,
EYp
NOSE & TJIRpAf.
of
the
of
Americas
Graduate
School
tempts at beautifying premises here,
plerk.
(SEAL)
'tfBtpopathy, KiHkayiUt; MIkmoiii.
Woodruff & DeFreesf
Offlcp Hoars: 9 to 12 a. so. 3 to 4 p.
the bjg6 can, In nearly every case,
By GEO. L. WTLLYS, Denuty.
W. 4
2
boprs.
St.
Gjfc 'saswertd at al
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
be laid t eteljtkgn, wrong methods,
country
:
is
neglect.
gross
The
or
fleal Estate
Fpr 6al at a Sacrifice,
growing more beautiful every yar.
Largest sine Ivers & Pond piano.
FANNY M'CLANE MARTIN.
Live Stock Gofn'an
R. E. LUND
Roswell, New Mexico.
Solid mahogany case. In use only 8 Verbenas and Pansies in Full
months. Mrs. J. J. Williamson, 'phone
Cheapest Money to Loa n
.Bloom.
LAWYER
316, or call 612 N. Main.
43tf
Alameda Greenhouse.

See Our
Before You Buy.

lawn-mowe-

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

-

eal Estate

long-accepte- d

Abstracts

sun-lovin-

Loans

Carlton

Tan-nehi-

& Bell

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail,

Estimates

Furnished.

ever-bloome- rs

B. STONE

tt-- tt

220.

--

PSTEQ PATHS

Dr. T. E. Presley

1 1

.

Opposite the Post Office

Specialty

O

RUBBER STAMPS

"

l PAS9. TP?

mains Law

Telephone 184.
Look Here.
Navajo Block. 324 N. Main.
house, with bath and
A good
other conveniences.-- Two
'acres land,
A card hi 6e Roswell Trade Direc
well, Wn'dmiJl,,'c6Trai- - shed, eta, for
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sala
tory brings results and keeps roar
value of house.
at the Record Office.
baifie- - fceiore U10 jeopa.
(CARLTON 4t SELL.
-

THE CAfWPBELL DRY

ROSWELL

Trade Directory,

FARMING CONVENTION.

sbles as to provide additional neces
saries and comforts, .for tfte farm, and
farm home, to make our homes more
ideal; to provide the necessaries and
comforts of life for the boys and
girls. Under the old conditions is it
any wonder that the boys and girls
were anxious to get off the farm, when
they were permitted to visit their
cousins in town who had the piano
and other musical instruments, the
pictures, carpets and magazines? Returning home they would ask the fa
taer for a dollar to subscribe for a
magazine and would be told "I cannot
spare it; would be glad to do it but
we have got to pay the interest on the
mortgage." And this all because they
did not know how; now they are
ting these necessaries and comforts
because science is telling them how
Agricultural education has paved the
way for greater profits. Just as mod
among
era homes may be found
the farmers as can be found in any oi
our cities; the telephone, the rural
mail delivery, and the Autos, are re
volutionizing the conditions of the
farm home. Back of all this present
prosperity is the enormous yield of

September, when it should be sealed
with about 20 pounds of seed wheat,
.
per acre.' r
After seeding. If you get a Call rain
after the wheat comes up, go over it
with your harrow, when the ground
becomes sufficiently dry. If you leave
a crust on there it will cause a rapid
loss of water.
in answer to a number or questions
propounded by the farmers in the au
dience Mr. Campbell said:
That he had not given up that the
disc plow was any better than Che
mold board plow, nor would he say
that the mold board plow was super
ior, only that be still clung to the
mold board plow.
That ae would advise them to give
more attention to the condition of
the ground, and the way they bandied
the ground, than to the kind of instru
ments used in doing It.
That the roller would not do on ac
count of packing the soil; that the
top of the soil should be kept loose.
That the farmers would do well to
use their own judgment as to the kind
of machines to use, but to watch care
fully the condition of the soil.
Q. You say that light, heat and air
must go down into the soil, what does
niust get down into the soil, what does
with it there?
A. What it does I cannot tell you,
iust what the elements do down there
is a puzzle, no one knows the exact
effect of the air, etc.
That we have been relying too much
on water, that smaller quantities of
water properly applied are much better.
Q. What is the use of bacteria la
the soil?
A. They are largely the elements
that make the plant grow, I cannot go
into details and explain how it causes
growth, and further said, "Hinderstand
my friends, that the knowledge I have
gained is not the result of college education, but the result of field work
years."
for twenty-fiv- e
Q. How do you cultivate alfalfa
with the least water?
A. By use of the disc and the harrow in the Spring. It does no good
to cultivate if the ground is not in
proper condition.
Q. What do you think of planting
an orchard in alfalfa?
A. I would never plint an orcird
with alfalfa, The trees would try to
get the moisture that the alfalfa need
ed and the alfalfa would try to get
the moisture that the trees would
need.
Q. What kind of wheat do you ad
vocate?
A. Winter wheat is iby all means
a .much safer crop. When you leave
the field, leave it with a mulch on top.
Q. Say the Boil is moist down three
inches would you cultivate it then,
or at what depth would you?
A. Yes. I have plenty of moisture
at a depth of three inches, have bad
no rain and it is in fair condition.
Q. Right where the moisture is, is
it hard or loose?
A. It is loose. The point we bave
tried to make is to designate a difference between the mulch and where
you mean to grow the roots.
When
the ground is in fair condition keep
cultivating it to keep it in fair condition. Just as soon as it begins to
show dryness, plow beneath.
Q. What kind of soil would you pre

The convention of Farmers that per cent Interest per month.
was called for Thursday afternoon,
But money is now plentiful, why?
I
ROSWELL TITLE & TRUST CO. K. C. DYE WORKS: Recently estab- - E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only last week, to hear addresses on the Because of the "marvelous (prosperity
Campbell
System
Soil
of
Culture,
from
of the farmers.
(Incorporated I Reliable abstracts. usnea Here. Cleaning and pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers in the
Mr. Campbell and Professor Tinsley,
Phone 320.
suits mado to order, phone 617.
I have just come from Western Kan
Pecos Valley.
met in the Court House in Roswell, sas, Nebraska and Eastern Colorado.
CARLTON & BELL.
Most complete
at that time and was a very large and The farmers there are anxiously in
set abstract books in Pecos Valley.
Notary Public.
Electricians.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
appreciative assembly. By some ac- terested in the outcome of the present
City
Notary
FRED
J.
BECK.
Clerk.
GUNSUL.
Electrical Public, city hall corner
cident, Prof. Tinsley was not present wheat crop, as the fields are now be- CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO. BERNARD
2nd
and
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and Contractor. 303 N. Main, 'phone Richardson ave.
at the meeting, to the disappointment
to lose their color, having a I
4t2G
prompt.
141. Agent General Electric Co. AIll
of all. But Mr. Campbell's address light green cast and really indicating
J. R. COTHRAN.
Office with R. L. and the discussion following, occupied a shortage of water. 'They were some
kinds of electric work.
Architects.
and T. H. Malone, over First Na full two hours, to the great profit of what discouraged
at Garden City I
tional
Bank.
262.
Phone
J. M. NELSON & OLIVER C. NEL
y
meeting
his
was
The
we
under
hearers.
where
meeting.
an
interesting
bad
Furniture
Stores.
SON. Let us draw your plans. Ok
I
management
we
the
of
the
Before
out
Insti
went
Farmers'
dinner
the
into
'phone
4t26
lahoma Block,
338.
Photographers.
DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
HESS & CO. Successors to Walton. tute. Mr. Parker Earle presided at country and found a .field where one
line
of
furniture
us
RoswelL
See
in
Shops.
Butcher
the request of the president, and in man double disced the ground early;
First class photographs,
enlarge
for Refrigerators.
ments, ana views.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats
opening the meeting 'said:
there has been no rain since, conse
W. W. OGLE. Evervthinefrom a
staple and fancy groceries.
Agriculture is the foundation of all quently the mulch was there. He was
knitting needle to an elephant, also
Painters & Paper Hangers.
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
civilization.
It has ibeen so for all plowing this ground and it was rolling
and Hardware.
E. L. COOPER.
ing but tie best. Quality our furniture
Painter and niner nations and for all times.
over in perfect condition, the plow our fields, without it we could no;
motto.
nanger. My painting is first class.
carry on other business lines success
Upon it rest the great structures of was followed "with the
I hang paper the right way. Phone
Fire Insurance.
THE
SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
fully.
manufactures,
transportation,
packer
Aorree
of
and
and
the
there
harrow;
zio- 3t26'
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the
of the industrial and liberal arts. For was another man who didn't use the
R. L. & T. H. MALONE: OfBce over
A few years ago as I traveled over
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let Public Service Corporations.
the institutions of human Society are disc, consequently the ground had lost the country the common talk was
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place us protect you against loss by fire.
dependent on the food supply which its .moisture and in plowing broke up I that farming was a failure; but to- ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
lor good corn fed beef and all oth
in large chunks in very poor condi day it is different. The traveling sal
Represent The best light and power. Phone the farmer gives.
er meat, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
The man whose device or formula tion. A field of wheat was harrowed esman, the railroad brakeman, conduc
ing notbing but reliable and safe 131 and 150.o
66.
fire insurance companies.
may cause the wheat and corn crops about four weeks ago with a good tors, superintendents and managers
Insure
with us. 303 N. Main St.
Piano Tuners.
of the United States to yield one bush steel harrow; this field carried a dark the lawyers, doctors and preachers
Bake Shops.
GOOD
TUNERS, like good pianos, el more per acre will add 40 million green healthy color; no signs of any are all talking of that ideal farm home
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the bushels of wheat and 60 million bush- shortage of water whatever, next to where they are going to pass their
Grocery Stores.
and pies, made fresh every day.!
expert piano tuner for both. Oppo els of corn to the food supply of the it were fields where they would not I declining years.
Special orders for parties, etc.
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GROCERY
CO. The site 1. O., 'phone 85.
use the barrow, ibecause they were
world. Such a man would become
Mr. Campbell stated to the audience
leading grocery store, nothing but
Blacksmith Shops.
afraid they would destroy the grain. that he was going to rely largely upbenefactor of mankind.
tne best.
Racket Store.
The gentleman who will address us On examining this land we found plen
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autumn.
All kinds of
with the adversities of climate as
It may not be cut of place to give
blackamithing and wood work.
wheat farmer In the great, grim, for
Real Estate.
Business has come to a temporary you a bit of history as to how I came
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate. bidding, yet fascinating Northwest standstill so far as reaching out for to engage in this work.
specialty.
he has developed a system of soil cul he summer trade, waiting for provi
ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let itoom s, Texas Block.
"Necessity is the another of inven
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest ture whos possfbilities transcend ima dence to provide that shower that will
Book Store.
tion" some one has truly said. Ia
wood, we buy hides, phone SO. real estate business in the city. If gination.
and
assure another crop. Now if it is pos 1879 I landed in the Dakotas. The
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
you are in the market to buy or
est books, stationery and periodi ROSWELL TRADING CO.
For with Mr. Campbell's methods sible for us by a little different system 'years of 79 80, 81, 82 were ideal sea
Coal. sen, see us.
cals.
of intensive cultivation one acre of of tillage to guard against this ill
Hay, and Grain. Always the best.
of 300
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst land will do the duty of two acres. effect by drouth, would it not be pro- sons; in 82 we had upwards yielded
Second
East
St..,
Phone
126.
acres of spring wheat, which
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
Billiard-Poo- l
Halls.
And he who grew 15 bushels of wheat per for us to put forth an extra ef "over 40 bu. of wheat per acre ; we sold
on 5 per cent commission.
In the old way can grow 30 or even fort to become familiar with these this crop for $1.05 per bushel; and
BOWLING, BILLIARDS,
POOL.
& Saddlery.
Harness
& CALFEE.
KELLAHIN
Real es 40.
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equip
with a little more labor, but with principles?
tate. Make a specialty on city pro
we became exceedingly enthusiastic
ment, ueo. B. Jewett. Prop.
J. F. PATTERSON.
Manufactures
perty. 303 N. Main St.
three times more of net profit.
In Western Kansas and Eastern Col over tnat country, having haa taeai
me nnest line of leather goods in
EAST SIDE POOL HALL. A pleas
This is for the states and sections orado and Nebraska we have several seasons and splendid yields, it result
GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
ant place to spend your leisure. A the Pecos Valley.
tate and Live Stock. Garst Build- where wheat farms and corn farms fields that have been handled accord ed in a vast number of people coming
full line cigars and tobaccoes.
are now operative, with a rainfall ing to these principles that are today in there. There was scarcely a sec
ing, Room No. 8.
Hardware Stores.
permits the usual production in ideal condition, wheat carrying its tion that did not have from one to
that
your property at lowest possible
Bottling Works.
But Mr. Campbells system means dark green healthy color, growing pro two or three homes on it. We had
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole List
price
with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear much more than this. It means that lifically. When the seeds are plant- KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So. sale and retail hardware, pipe,
no .precedence to 'be governed by, no
engines, fencing, American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
Main St. Refresh your memory by pumps, gasoline
the great brown plains of the West ed they germinate quickly and come thing but our four years' experience.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-b- THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE'
and Southwest, with their meager wa up. The principles that we advocate We were not a little surprised to .find
Beat.
CO. Roawell'g growing
Ready-to-wehardware
Apparel.
ter service from the skies, can be are known to .be correct from exper 260 acres of the 300 the following year
store, the place where you can find
made to yield a maximum cereal and ience and not from theory.
not worth the nutting on account of
you want in hardware. THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
what
Jst
Buildin?o and- I nan Association1
.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel other crops, to support the great po
3Z2 N. Main.
does scientific tillage mean? no rain. Here we had a little exper
What
for men, women and children. Milpulations of the coming age.
See R. H. MoCune in Patterson's! W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO
It means the right or correct way of ience that may illustrate how exceed
In recent years the scientists of tilling the ground, which results in ingly complex the science of soil tilharness store for loans or homes on The largest house in the West. Po linery a specialty.
Europe have 'been figuring out the giving you three or four times as lage may be; forty acres of the 300
easy payments.
lite attention, complete stock and
Seed Store.
right prices. We solicit your busi
when the worlds food supply much wheat, corn, oats, etc., per acre acres by chance was plowed in the
time
ROSWELL
&
THE
PRODUCE
ness. First and Main.
wiuld ibecome insuflwient for (the as has been commonly grown all ov spring of 1883, this yielded very fair
Cigar Stores.
SEED CO. AM kinds of field and
world's 'population.
garden seed, write for catalogue.
But Mr. Camp er this country. It means to the irri returns, many of our neighbors had
THE ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS
bell's philosophy of farming when ap gator the doubling and trebling of a similar experience. We held a sort
Hotels.
CIGAR CO. Most complete line ci-- j
gars in the city.
plied to the vast areas still untouched the yield of his fields because it tells of council of war .and concluded that
Shoe Stores.
new
i HrJ umussur: Kosweirs
hotel, rooms with private bath. All THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only by the plow, in America, and South him that he has nut on too much wa- - fall plowing: would not do, that the
Candy Store.
accommodations first class.
One exclusive
shoe store. Peters and America, and Australia, and Africa, ter. The principles of scientific tillage ground must be plowed in the spnn
will make possible a yield of human aDDlied to the
Stetson shoes our specials.
irrigation districts the following year fortunately we
KD?LING'S CANDY STORE. Finest Block West of Postoffice
food ten times .greater than has yet show that
d
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci EL CAPITAN HOTEL.
the water he has ploughed more than half of our ground
European
Second Hand Stores.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
been seen. And our scientific pro been using will result in double the in the fall, the balance in the spring
plan. Rooms, 60c; meals, 25c. One
block west of depot.
expecting to get a better yield by far
MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE. phets can postpone the grim spectre yield.
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HOTEL: New Dealer ia new and second hand of the congestion and starvation of
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management.
goods.
&
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the peoples of the earth for a millen- rigation districts, there were three we were confronted with a surprise,
Survey
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reverse was true. fer?
SECOND HAND STOR- E.- ium of years.
ing, Designing and Drafting. Con
fields of wheat, one yielded 60 fou. for this year t
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100-0- 2
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N.
&
Main.
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New
SHELBi:
guaranteed. Office, Room 9. Garst
ies of marvelous development comes above the yield of any of the fields while our spring plowing gave us prac
Q. How deep a mulch is needed?
Prop.
69.
Phone
Building.
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city.
ment The leading hotel of the
to write the true story of agriculture under irrigation.
tically nothing. Here we began our
A. Three inches if it is stirred often
H. Kercheval, prop.
MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
as
basic industry of the world,
It took us ten years enough.
We must learn how to utilize na experimenting.
Highest prices paid for second the the
Contractors and. Builders.
name of our honored friend, the ture's resources.
Q. Should we .plow twelve inches?
ROSWELL HOTEL.
It is simply aston- - to find out the why of these puzzling
The Dollar aJ Hand goods. Phone 297.
speaker of this afternoon, will stand ishinig to note the wonderful resources conditions, so many little things affect
. R. EVERMAN.
See me before,' Day House, 300 feet west of depot.
A. It is quite a question whether
you build. My' estimates are based
high on the roll of fame, if not as the of nature, if we onlv know how to the final result. It finally dawned to plow twelve inches; I thing seven
Sanatorium
on figures. 25 years experience. Sat-- J
chiefest among its apostles and pro combine the properties of air, water, upon us that our crops were the re or eight inches sufficient.
lsf action guaranteed. Phone 1Q.
Jewelry Stores.
ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA moters.
Q. What is the best wheat to bow?
heat and light in the soil; and unde- - sult of plowing ground when dry,
Contractors HARRY MORRISON.
GARRETT & SPARKS.
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM. Incorporated.
my certain physical conditions the result which gave us a seed bed too coarse
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The
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and Buiders. Painting and paperManager.
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and exclusive
friends in making you acquainted with is phenomenal.
and loose, while the ground plowed wheat, is apparently the best we have.
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Box 566
Mr. H. W. Campbell, of Lincoln, Ne
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and hand painted China, Sterling
braska.
Companies.
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backbone of prosperity in our finer, more compact seed bed that car thing of the subsurface packer how
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and plated silverware.
The Chief Address.
country.
Department Stores.
Farming today is not the ried just the proper quantity of both much does it cost, where can we buy
L. B. BOELLNER.
Roe well "a (best R, H. MoCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
Mr. Campbell's instructive apeeoh, farming of yesterday.
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& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
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with bis answers to many questions, in Northern Vermont and remember is that we have got to secure that ver?
clotning, groceries ana ranch sup painted China, diamonds, etc.
follows:
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well how the work was done when a ideal physical condition that will en
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Goods.
I suppose there is not a feast that ments we had were the old cast iron are provided to make the crops grow. er about twelve feet. The price I canClothing, Groceries, etc The larg Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
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ing and
anteed.
hats. Phone me any more to sit down to than to cutting about 4 feet wide; the remain- long dry periods without any lack of Parlin Orendorf Co., at Dallas, and
Wholesale and Retail.
224.
come 'before this audience, as I look ing tools were a scythe and the wood water. Keep that surface loose at all Kansas City, and the demand is way
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interested: and if rake, the sickle and the harrow; the times and prevent that surface from beyond capacity It has been on the
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S. W. Holder, of Lake

Arthur, was

in town today.
Best pictures we've ever had. M-

ajestic 10 cerifs.

J. H. S. Barfleld went to Amarillo
today on business.
C. C. Womack returned this
from Carlsbad.

morn-hi-

s

an see purs. m
jo uoniodOJd epxi v 9a.su noX Ji
Eyes tested free at L. E Boellner,
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
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Miss Nora Shields returned this
morning from Carlsbad.

Charles Jones was here from
today on business.

Hag-erma-

n

J. W. Turknett arrived this mornCounty Surveyor V. R. Kenney and
accompanied by
his assistant, John Baker, went to ing from Artesia,
Charles Henderson, of Kirk county,
Kenna this morning.
Texas, to remain two days.
John Matkin and son, Jerome, returned this morning from a stay of
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Brown and chilseveral days in Dayton.
dren arrived last night from Fort
Worth for a visit of twenty days with
Whole week's program tomorrow Mr. Brown's sister, Mrs. J W. Wilson
(Friday) night. Benefit Ladies' Cem- and family.
etery Association. Admission 2c.
o
The ladies of the Christian church
C. W. Merchant arrived this mornwill
hold their Market in the P. V.
spend
few
a
to
ing from Carlsbad
Drug
Store Saturday afternoon, beEd Seay.
days with his
ginning at two o'clock, instead of in
47t2
Captain N. J. Fritz, wife and grand- the morning.
Haup
from
came
son. Claude Fritz,
Mr. and Mrs. D. R- - Robertson, who
german this morning to spend the
np.ve been' here since September 1,
day.
for the benefit of rheumatism, left
Walter T. Strong, who has been this morning for their home in
here for ten days on business with Springfield, Mo.
R. H. Kemp, left this morning for
Mrs. Frank Wright, of Memphis,
Dallas.
Tex., who has been here visiting her
Marriage license was granted Wed- sister. Miss Velma White, left this
nesday to James Andred
Robinson morning for Acme to visit her brothaged 22, and Bessie Foster, aged 20. er, Oscar White.
both of Roswell.
o
Melvin Richardson, nephew of G.
Mrs. J. M. Blakely. of Okarche, O. A. Richardson, who has been here
T., who has been here visiting her all winter, a cadet at the Military
brother-in-lafor iiis
W. E. Blakely, left this Institute, left this morning
morning for El Paso.
home in Sterling, Kan.
son-in-la-

Mrs. Harry Holly returned to her
Mrs. W. J. Mclnnes was up from home in Dexter last night after spend
ing convention week here with her
Lake Arthur today shopping.
mother, Mrs. Callie Doss.
R- - T. Burge returned this morning
Mrs. Z. F. Deen and brother. Gill
from a trip to Lake Arthur.
Amis, returned this morning from a
o
M. M. Brunk, the Dexter townsite stay of several days with their parmanager was in town yesterday.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Amis, at
Hagerman.
C. L. Allison returned this morning from a business visit in Hager-man- .

W. M. Rees, wife .and children.who
have been spending the winter with
Mr. Rees sister, Mrs. L. B. Boellner,
left this morning for Los Angeles,
Cal., where they will spend the summer.
Dr. E. M. Fisher and B. F. Moon
went to Texico this morning to organize an aerie of Eagles at the new
junction town. They expect to complete their work tonight and return
tomorrow.

Dr. Allen of Dexter was here yester
day on business, returning home last

Sidwell and Guy Alden and their
wives, of Rothville, Ind., who have
been here several days seeing the
country, left this morning for Amaril
lo and Altus. O. T., where taey will
stop on their way home.

night.

Mrs. L. C Klasner, of Picacho, is
spending a few days with friends in
Roswell.
P. L. Hill

returned this morning
from a trip to Lakewood-an- d
other
points south.

John M. Webster and wife, of Kan
sas City; D. L. Brumback, of Van
Wert, O., and Frank J. Adams, of
Find lay, O., who have been here prospecting and Investigating the oil sit
uation, left this morning for their re

"W. C Miller went to Elida this
morning to join his wife on a visit
with friends.

J. H. Hogaa went to Hagerman last

night to remain till Saturday looking
after business.

spective homes.

FRIEND TO FRIEND.

The personal recommendation of people who have been cured of coughs and
G. W. Johnson, of St Louis, who colds by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
5as been here on business, left this have done more than all else to make it a
morning for Kenna, on his way to staple article of trade and commerce eves,
Amarillo.
large part of the civilized world.

We have for sale,
power Fairbanks-Mors- e

Karl Snyder and family left this
morning for Albuquerque, where they
will visit till June and from where
they will go to Southern California
to make their home. Many warm
friends regret to see them leave Ros
well.

'

at a bargain, a four horse

GASOLINE ENGINE
Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record off ice,

Declare Governor Removed Because
He Could Not Deliver Territory.
From Denver News.
Trinidad, Col., April 21. Sensation
al in the extreme was a statement
made here tonight by Dr. J. A. Massie of Santa Fe, N. M., who served
with President Roosevelt
in the
surgeon
Kotign Riders as assistant
and who now holds a minor official po
sition in the territory. Massie formed one of a party that this afternoon
came to Trinidad from New Mexico
for the purpose of meeting Governor
H. J. Hagerman, whose resignation
has been asked by the president.
In the party were also Major W. C.
Reid, attorney general of New Mexi
co, who lives at Roswell; Robert P.
Irving, commissioner of public lands
H. B. Hening, city editor of the Al
buquerque Journal, and fifteen other
prominent Republicans of the territory
from Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Deming,
Las Vegas, Silver City, and other
places. Their idea in meeting Governor Hagerman at this point, where he
had to change trains on his way home
from Washington, was for the purpose
of expressing to him the sympathy of
an element that they claim comprises
75 per cent of the people of New
Mexico.
liovernor Hagerman positively re
fused to say a word relative to his re
signation. Attorney General W. C. Reid
was then approached and he, together
with the governor, designated Dr. Mas
sie and Hening as the spokesmen of
the iparty.
Lied About, He Says.
The News correspondent was told
that the "Bull" Andrews gang at Santa Fe had grossly misrepresented
to President
Governor Hagerman
Roosevelt, with the result that Hager- man's resignation was demanded.
Dr. Massie said it was very evident
that the .president was- seeking - a
third term, and he based this statement on the assertion made by the
Andrews contingent, that Hagerman
could not control the seven delegates
who would go to the Republican national convention of 1908. This, it
is claimed, was the real reason for
Governor Hagerman's removal, and
not the alleged fact that Hagerman

2
acres fine land, good well
of water with windmill,
for sale very cheap if
pold in next few days.

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
had been implicated in the alleged
steal of 7,000 acres of public domain,
which was acquired by the Pennsyl
vania Development company shortly
after 'his inauguration.
The spokesman for the Governor fur
ther state that Governor Hagerman
was the choice of a vaft majority of
the Republicans in the territory, and
that if retained in office any choice ex
pressed by him for the Republican
presidential nominee next year would
be ratified and voted for by the New
Mexico delegates.
It was said, though unofficially,
that upon Governor Hagerman's return to Santa Fe tomorrow he would
at once forward his resignation to
Washingtdn, as demanded by Presi
dent Roosevelt during his visit at the
capitol last week. He will not talk
now, it was said, because of a sense
of delicacy, preferring to allow Presi
dent Roosevelt to speak the first
word. It is understood that as soon
as the (president makes a public state
ment anent the causes for Hagerman's
resignation the New Mexico executive
will give out a statement to the press.
P.Ian Mass Meetings-Mas- s
meetings will be held at San
ta Fe and Albuquerque Wednesday
night, at Raton, Las Vegas, Roswell
and Deming Thursday night, and at

other important cities throughout the
territory on various nights during the
week. They will be In the nature of
indignation meetings, and at each pe
titions will be signed and resolutions
passed condemning the action of Pres
ident Roosevelt in demanding the resignation of Governor Hagerman and
appointing Curry in his place.
While Dr. Massie would not outward
ly admit the fact, he intimated that
If President Rposevelt did not recon
sider the resignation ef Governor Hagerman such action would feid fair to
completely disrupt the Republican ejv
ganisation in Mew Mexico and make
the Democratic sentiment supreme.
While this would not affect the eoira-tras a whole, owing to the fact that
New Mexico has no electoral rote, ha
believes the growing eonditios of the
territory would seriously affect the re- suit la the next presidential election.
y
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The .Campbell Dry
farming Convention
about four inches high. - As soon as
the rain came he harrowed, it again;
as soon as it recovered from that another rain came, and he harrowed it
again. He said "I have done1 as Mr.
Campbell instructed, but I believe I
have ruined my oats sure." He got
seventy-tw- o
bushels to the acre.
Q. How deep do you propose to
pack

.

-

..

'
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For the poultry yard, for fences,
for the garden, for the screen
doors and windows, we have wire
of all variety, kinds, dimensions and
sizes. If there is anything in this
line you want, and we haven't it,
we'll get it, and at the right price,

the soil?

Right down to the bottom.
Be careful to cultivate when the
soil is moist.
I want to say just a few words with
reference to this mulch, dust mulch:
It will not hold the moisture as a coar
ser mulch will. By catching the
ground when it is moist you will be
able to get a mulch that is in little
lumps. Just as soon as the top of
the soil begins to show a little dryness
Is the time to cultivate, so as to hold
the moisture below.
I went to Hill City, Kansas to establish the Pomeroy Model Farm. We
had a meeting; I told the people what
I proposed to do and where I had selec
ted my grounds; they gave a sarcastic smile, and when I told them I was
going to set out an orchard and cultivate it from early spring until late
in the fall they again smiled. They
had two things in their minds, one
was that the farm I had picked our
had been farmed for fourteen years,
and but one crop was grown; the other was the blowing of the wind. We
have been farming seven years growing not less than six consecutive successful crops. Hence land has wonderfully increased in value
around
there.
Q. Suppose you were going to break
for kaffir corn this year, how would
you do it?
A. I would break it four inches,
follow it with the roller, double disc
then harrow it.
Q. Suppose you had a young
how many times would you irri
A.

too.

(Pictures

RuOvimig

At The Majestic Theatre
PROGRAM FOR

7:30
AND

gate?

A. Well, a young orchard should
have been thoroughly soaked before
your trees were set; after you put
them in, I would start in and cultivate
it, keep up that cultivation thoroughly
and keep the water off the trees this
year,
Q. If the ground was sod land?
A. I would not irrigate this year
unless you have an exceptionally dry
season; If I did I would irrigate pret
ty thoroughly and watch that; the com
mon harrow would not do; take the
disc or the Acme harrow. The best
tools for handling the orchard are the
disc harrow and the Acme harrow
both. The Aome can't cut quite deep
enough, so go down deep with the
disc, the smaller the disc the better.
Q. Would you recommend the winter wheat as far south as this?
A. So far as I know there is no limit to this going south; I have seen it
grow as far south as Plainview, Texas
Discing close after the harvest, is a
protection to the ground to keep it in
good condition.
Q. I have ground in oats plowed
last year, am going to put it in al
falfa?
A. Disc it good; keep up that culti
vation through the year.
Q. Is it any use to use manure un
der your theory?
A. Yes, siree.
Be just as careful
to save your manure here, not because your soil is not fertile, but because it increases the humus, and that
holds and increases your water carrying capacity.
Q. Don't that apply to any soil in
any' country?
A It increases the base, yes.
Q. I sowed ten acres of oats,
ploughed the ground and harrowed
and the oats have not come up. Do
you know of any way ?
A. I have no particular way of
coaxing them out of the ground.
Of course, if I were going to sow
oats, I would plow the ground in the
fall; I would be sure the ground was
moist so I could pack it, then I would
stir the surface with the Aome harrow.
Q. Do you advocate the fall sowing
of oats or the spring sowing?
A. I have tried fall oats with no
success in the north, I understand
they have good success with fall oats
here in the south.
If I were going to sow alfalfa I
would endeavor to cultivate with the
common harrow to get the mulch a
little shallower. I would sow in the
early spring. If I thought it was not
going to rain I would use the drill.
In answer to the gentleman's state
ment that he had his ground in oats
now, I replied when he cuts the oats
to disc it and to keep that cultivation
going on that surface until the fall
next year, then seed in the fall.
Q. Would you plow early in the
season?
A. The idea is to wait as long as
you can because If you plow too quick
you have the weeds, the object of
course, is not to let the weeds grow.
In a financial way, as well as a mor
al way Agricultural Education is do
ing much for our country. I used to
meet people and they would say "farm
ing begone, there is nothing in it" It
is not so today; our people are begin
ning to see ttere is money in farming
that it ia a business, a science. The
future of this country to my mind is
most magnificent, I came as soon as
I was 25 years into the dry belt, and
have been there ever since. I have
become an enthusiast over the
"dry belt" countries, and believe
a man who understands the conditions of oar better soils In the arid
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Change
Mondays cc
Thursdays
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Overture.
Juvenile Barber.
Obstinate Drunkard.
Jail Bird.
Song, Star of My Life.
Interlude March.
Newsboy.
Song, Just for Tonight.
Wet Paint.
'Exit March.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

3.0 Ceirats

Matinee

Saturday

3:3 P. M.

Benefit Ladies Cemetery Ass'n tomorrow night 25c

Agency For Hughes'
Crescent Cottage

Paints Fully Guaranteed DANIEL DRUG

a
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belts would rather farm 'here where
not have much rain. I would
rather farm where we do not have so
much rain because out here we can
secure that ideal condition for successful farming. I have been moving
farther and farther out west where I
consider ideal farming can be carried
out. I hope you will think these
things over very carefully.
We publish a little book called our
1905 Soil Culture Manual which gives
In the Confectionary
illustrations and will explain to you
how to "handle the soil; those we send
Business
to you for fifty oents. We publish this
year what we call our 1907 Almanac.
1907
I shipped 500 copies down, here and
asked the people to ipay the express
and take them.
1900
We are getting ready a Manual
which will contain a large number of
In it Seven Tears.
soil illustrations. Pictures tell more
IDEAL
than words and explain some new
ideas.
Is our Cream All line complete
' in quality and variety.
There has been a stock company
organized and we will begin in Novem
300 North Main Htbeet
ber to direct a correspondence course,
the same as they are now doing in
other branches of study, if you do not
understand a thing you get a chance,
to come right back at us4 This course
can be taken in three months, or continued over a period of twelve months
I thank you.
At the conclusion of this valuable
Kdgar Calfee, C. N. Farns worth and
address a hearty vote of thanks was
passed by the Convention. And the Walter Miller went to Artesia with
questions continued by many farmers the party of Masons last night, refor a half hour after the adjournment. turning today.
Many new ideas have been planted in
Clayton Jones, of Lake Arthur, and
the minds of our farmers.
Otto Walters, of Fort "Worth, came
up from Lake Arthur this morning
to remain two or three days.
we do
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Closing

Argument

A. K. Molt

He Knows

the kind of
Waterproof
Oiled Ckrthini 91 VOAlJlr--T
that stands
hardest service

DoYraKnow

Mrs. M. P. P. Cobean left this morning on an extended visiting trip east.
She will stop first at Sterling, Kaa,
1 then at Mansfield, O.. and finally at
her old home in Harrisburg, Pa. She
will be gone all summer.
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W. B. Lynch, who has been employed at the L. F. D. farm for the past
six. months, left last night for Del
Rio, Texas,
1

Made for H kinds
of wt work or (port
SOLD EVERYWHERE
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T. G. Abbe, who ias been in Roswell for a month prospecting and visiting friends, left last night for his
home ia Big Springs, Texas.

